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Abstract 
We study the minimal set of vectors required to make the (0,1) incidence matrix of an 
SBIBD{v,k,X). We devise algorithms to generate all possible vectors which could 
complete SBIBD and to find minimal sets of such vectors. The 2-(7,3,l) and 
2-( 16,6,2) designs were studied to test our algorithms on the work of Greenhill and 
Street. We show the minimal defining set of the 5i5/BD(31,15, 7) constructed using 
the Paley difference set has 13 blocks. We give a minimal defining set with 19 blocks for 
the SBIBD['il^ 15, 7) constructed using the Hall diff"erence set. We show the smallest 
minimal defining set of teh Hall SBIBD(31,15,7) has between 16 and 20 elements. We 
investigate the influence of the removal of vectors from minimal sets and discuss the 
relationship with secret sharing schemes. 
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We investigate the unique completion of a design. Given partial information, when can 
a design be uniquely completed? We study the minimal size of the partial information 
needed to uniquely complete a design. We also investigate the information contained 
in subsets of minimal defining sets. 
The partial information required to construct a design closely relates to 
secret sharing schemes where a piece of confidential information is split into smaller, 
different shares of information. These smaller partial shares of information are dis-
tributed to different people who act together. We wish to know if the complete and 
valuable information can be reconstructed from their partial shares. We search for par-
tial shares, which when combined, make it computationally infeasible to reconstruct 
the complete information. 
1.2 Definitions 
Let X be a finite set of points and let /3 = {Bi\i e / } be a family of subset Bi of X' 
The subset are called blocks and the pair (X, /?) is called a design based on the set X. 
The order of a design {X, ¡3) is \X\, the cardinality of X. 
A design where all the blocks contain the same number of varieties, and the number 
of varieties is equal to the number of blocks is called a symmetric block design. 
An incomplete block design is a design in which each block does not contain all the 
varieties. 
1.2. Definitions 
A balanced incomplete block design or BIBD is a design where every pair of varieties 
occur together in exactly A blocks. The parameters of a BIBD are r,/c, A which 
satisfy the following properties : 
1. hk — vr 
This counts the total number of experimental unit or plots in two ways 
and hence gives a relationship that holds for all block designs. 
2. r{k - 1) = \(v - 1) 
This counts the number of times a given variety will occur with {k — I) other 
varieties in each of r blocks and also the number of times each occurs with 
the other ( f — 1) varieties in the A blocks. This relationship holds 
for all BIBD. 
SBIBD stands for symmetric balanced incomplete block design. An SBIBD is a 
(v^h^r^k^X) — configuration with the conditions that v = h and r = k. An 
SBIBD{v,k,X) is also called a (v,k,X) - configuration. Statistical terminology 
is used for the following terms and properties. 
V is the number of varieties, 
b is the number of blocks, 
r is the replication number or number of occurrences of each variety, 
k is the size of each block. 
A is the number of blocks in which each pair of varieties occurs. 
A is the number of varieties that occur in each pair of blocks. 
One way to represent a design is by using an incidence matrix. A design {X,/3) with 
V varieties and b blocks can be represented a,s v x b matrix, A = [a^j], such that : 
aij = 1 , if variety i belongs to block j and 
aij = 0 , if variety i does not belong to block j. 
* 
A BIBD{v^ 6, r, fc. A) in the form of its incidence matrix is a y x 6 matrix with entries 
0,1, and r ones per row, k ones per column, and the inner product of any pair of rows 
A. The inner product of any pair of columns of an SBIBD is also A. 
In our representation, the rows are the varieties and the columns are the blocks so that 
element = 1 means element i is in block j. 
1.2. Definitions 
Example 1.2.1 The incidence matrix of a BIBD(9,12,4,3,1) : 
1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 
1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 
1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 
0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 
0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 
0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 
0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 
0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 
Example 1.2.2 The incidence matrix of the first of Hussain's [5] three inequivalent 
SBIBD(W, 6,2): 
1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 
1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 
1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 
1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 
0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 
0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 
0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 
0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 
0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 
0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 
0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 
0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 
1.3. Minimal Defining Set 
1.3 Minimal Defining Set 
A minimal defining set, D, is the size of the smallest set of rows which can be uniquely 
completed to give the required design, D. We call the solution vectors which can com-
plete the design candidate solutions and the input vectors starting rows. The Union, 
U, is used to describe the union of the candidate solutions and the starting rows, the 
term hivefl, is defined as D, and we write q for the cardinality of the hive. For 
unique determination of the design, we would like g to be 0 but for good secret sharing 
properties we would like q to be as large as possible. 
Consider the design 2-(7,3,l). (Refer to section 1.2 on this notation) 
Now the 2-(7,3,l) design may be written as : 
1. 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 
2. 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 
3. 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 
4. 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 
5. 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 
6. 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 
7. 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 
We start with 3 blocks as an input : 
1. 1 2 3 which have incidence matrix 10 0 
2. 2 6 7 1 1 0 
3. 3 4 6 1 0 1 
0 0 1 
0 0 0 
0 1 1 
0 10 
In the remainder of this thesis we will always use the transpose of the incidence matrix. 
Example 1.3.1 The transpose of incidence matrix of the 3 starting blocks is : 
1. 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 
2. 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 
3. 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 
1.3. Minimal Defining Set 
To complete the design, we need to find all vectors with three ones per row which have 
inner product 1 with all the input vectors. The solution that we found is the unique 
completion of the design : 
4. 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 
5. 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 
6. 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 
7. 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 
Hence the rows {1,2, 3} give a defining set, but not necessarily a minimal defining set, 
for the 2-(7,3,l) design. In Example 1.3.1 the candidate solutions are rows {4 ,5 ,6 ,7} 
and the starting rows are the rows {1,2,3} . Now, we wish to study the possible size 
of a minimal defining set. 
Suppose one or more vectors are removed from the input set {1, 2, 3} of Example 1.3.1. 
A complete search shows that no unique solution can be found. The following examples 
show that the set {1 ,2} gave 9 candidate solutions which consist of 4 solutions from 
rows {4 ,5 ,6 ,7} , 1 solution from rows {1,2,3} and 4 other solutions which together 
form the candidate solutions of {1,2,3}. The set {1 ,3} gave 9 candidate solutions 
which are 4 solutions from rows {4,5,6,7} , 1 solution from rows {1 ,2 ,3 } and 4 other 
solutions, and finally the set {2 ,3} gave 9 candidate solutions which are 4 solutions 
from rows {4 ,5 ,6 ,7} , 1 solution from rows {1,2,3} and 4 other solutions. 
Example 1.3.2 The following examples give the candidate solutions obtained for 
three 2-subsets of {1,2,3} . 
When row 3 was removed from starting rows, we obtained the results of Table 1.1. 
Table 1.1: 
Starting Rows Solutions from the Design Other Solutions 
1. 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 
2. 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 
10 0 0 1 1 0 
10 0 10 0 1 
0 0 1 1 0 10 
0 10 1 1 0 0 
0 0 10 10 1 
1 0 0 10 1 0 
10 0 0 10 1 
0 0 1 0 1 1 0 
0 0 1 1 0 0 1 
1.3. Minimal Defining Set 6 
When row 2 was removed from the starting rows, we obtained the results of Table 1.2. 
Table 1.2: 
Starting Rows Solutions from the Design Other Solutions 
1. 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 
3. 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 
1 0 0 0 1 1 0 
1 0 0 1 0 0 1 
0 10 0 0 11 
0 10 1 1 0 0 
0 0 1 0 10 1 
1 0 0 1 1 0 0 
1 0 0 0 0 11 
0 1 0 0 1 1 0 
0 10 1 0 0 1 
When row 1 was removed from starting rows, we obtained the results of Table 1.3. 
Table 1.3: 
Starting Rows Solutions from the Design Other Solutions 
2. 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 
3. 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 
1 0 0 0 1 1 0 
10 0 10 0 1 
1 1 1 0 0 0 0 
0 10 1 1 0 0 
0 0 1 0 10 1 
0 0 0 1 1 0 1 
1 0 1 0 0 0 1 
1 1 0 1 0 0 0 
0 1 1 0 10 0 
These small examples show the difficulty of using subsets of the original starting rows 
(3 inputs) to uniquely decide the remainder of the design. The subsets of the original 
starting rows each lead to 9 potential solutions. 
The simple illustration above estabhshes that the minimal defining set for 2-(7,3,l) 
design is 3 vectors as no 2 vectors uniquely complete the design. The defining set of 3 
blocks for the 2-(7,3,l) design has been mentioned by Sarvate and Seberry [10], Kunkle 
and Seberry [8] and Seberry [12] while the algorithm to construct a design by finding 
all vectors which have inner product A with the defining set has been mentioned by 
Kunkle and Seberry [8 . 
Example 1.3.2 shows that the hive obtained from the starting rows {1 ,2 } , {1 ,3 } , and 
{ 2 , 3 } has cardinality 12. 
1.3. Minima,! De£ning Set 
Table 1.4: 
Other Solutions 
1. 10 0 10 10 
2. 10 0 0 10 1 
3. 0 0 10 1 1 0 
4. 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 
5. 10 0 1 1 0 0 
6. 10 0 0 0 11 
7. 0 10 0 1 1 0 
8. 0 10 10 0 1 
9. 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 
10. 10 10 0 0 1 
11. 1 1 0 10 0 0 
12. 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 
This Union U is the union of the "Solutions from the Design", "Other Solutions" from 
each of the tables 1.1, 1.2, and 1.3 and "The Starting Rows". The hive is U\ D which is 
the union given in table 1.4 of the union of "Other Solutions". In Fitina, Seberry and 
Chaudhry [2] the nest is used to discuss the completion of critical sets of Latin Square. 
We use hive as the arrays of 0,1 have some resemblance to a honeycomb. 
Chapter 2 
Secret Sharing Schemes 
Suppose there is a piece of secret information, and we would like to distribute it to 
n persons. Each of these persons has his own share and has no knowledge of other 
people's shares. The people have to work together in order to reveal the secret. This 
scheme is called an n — out — of — n secret sharing scheme. The person authorised 
as a distributor of the secret information is the dealer and each person who receives a 
partial secret information is a shareholder or participant. 
In a perfect n-out-of-n secret sharing scheme^ collaboration of any combination of fewer 
than the specified n shareholders, or any collusion of n - 1 or fewer participants can 
not determine the secret. 
From Stinson [14] an n — out — of — n secret sharing scheme is a special case of 
a n) — threshold schemes or Shamir Threshold Scheme where n = t. 
We now give the definition and an algorithm from Stinson [14] for the 
Shamir Threshold Scheme and a (n,n)-threshold scheme in = {0,1, • • • , m — 1} 
respectively. 
Definition 2.0.1 [14] Let t,n be positive integers, t <n. A (^¿,nJ-threshold scheme 
is a method of sharing a key K among a set ofn participants ( denoted by {Pi , • • •, P — 
n}) in such a way that any t participants can compute the value of K, but no group of 
t — 1 participants can do so. 
Algorithm 2.0.1 [14] The Shamir (t,n)-threshold scheme in Zp algorithm consists of 
two major steps : 
Initialization Step and Share Distribution Step. 
Initialization Steps : 
(1.) In this step the dealer selects n different and non-zero elements xi from Z^, 
where the value of Xi is public and 1 <i<n. Then Xi is given to Pi. We require 
n < p — \ and p to be prime. 
Share Distribution Step : 
(2.) The dealer wants to share a key K; so the dealer independently selects at random 
t — 1 elements of Zp, namely, ei, 62, 
(3.) Then, for 1 < i < n, the dealer calculates yi = e{xi), where : 
t-i 
e{x) = K ejX^ mod p 
j=i 
(4-) Finally, for I <i <n, the dealer distributes the share yi to Pi. 
Algorithm 2.0.2 [I4] The (n,n)-threshold scheme in Zm is given by the following 
steps : 
(1.) The dealer selects independently at random n — I elements yi, ...,^„-1 of Zm. 
(2.) The dealer calculates : 
n-l 
y-n = K -Y,yi '^od m. 
i=\ 
(3.) Then, for I <i <n, the dealer distributes the share yi to Pi. 
It is not required that m > (n + 1) and m is also not required to be prime. The n 




We use three algorithms in this study. In particular, these algorithms are used to study 
the 2-(16,6,2) and 2-(31,15,7) designs. 
Suppose we have n rows of the (0,1) incidence matrix of an SBIBD(v, k, A), A. With-
out loss of generality, the first three rows may be written as : 
v - k 
1 10 0 
A k - A k - A v - 2 k + A 
/ s / s / s / ^ 
1 10 0 1 10 0 
t A - t A - t k - 2 A + t A - t k - 2 A + t k - 2 A + t v - 3 k + 3 A - t 
T^o^Cr oTo T^ O T^ O 
With no rows chosen there are : 
fv'^ 
(3.1) 
possible choices for rows in A. If one row has been chosen there are : 
ik\ (v - k\ 
W2 = 
v^/ \k -\j 
(3.2) 
possible choices for further rows in A. The formula for W2 is obtained through the 
following steps : 
From the first set of columns with length k we can generate ( J ) vectors. The second 
set of columns has length v - k and we can generate (jZx) vectors. Hence, the total 
number of vectors is W2. 
Suppose two rows have been specified; then there are 
^ fW f k - XV (v-2k-\- X\ 
t U - 2 A + i 
(3.3) 
possible choices for further rows in A. 
Formula (3.3) is obtained through the following steps. 
First we want to generate vectors and length A and weight t, where t runs from 0 to 
A. This means that there are 
vectors. Then we look at the second set of columns which have length k — X] the 
number of vectors is 
r- i ) ' 
The third set of columns has the same length as the second set of columns; so the 
number of vectors is the same. This gives squaring of the term Finally, the 
last set of columns has length v — 2k X and we want to take k — 2X t ones from 
V — 2k X. Thus, summing over all we obtain equation 3.3. 
The following table is a summary of the numbers of rows generated by each algorithm. 
Table 3.1: 
iv,k,\) (I) 
v-A (X\ ( k - ^ Y iv-2k+X\ 
^t=0 \t) \\-t) \k-2\+t) 
(7,3,1) 35 18 9 
(13,4,1) 715 336 155 
(16,6,2) 8008 3150 750 
(19,9,4) 92378 31752 10626 
(31,15,7) 300,540,195 82,818,450 22,458,249 
3 0009 03254675 1 
Let us first consider an algorithm based on (3.1). 
Algorithm 1: 
1. Put the n initial vectors in a file. This uses nv bytes. 
2. Create a file containing vectors with lengths v and weight k. This uses 
bytes and requires steps. 
3. Test each of the Wi vectors to see if its inner product with each of the n initial 
vectors is A. Each test takes v XORs (eXclusive OR) and v - I additions : the 
total is O {2nvwi). 
4. Output the vectors that pass the test in step 3. 
Algorithm 2 (based on (3.2)): 
1. Put the n initial vectors in a file. This uses nv bytes. 
2a. Create a file containing ( J ) vectors with lengths k and weights A. This uses 
bytes and requires steps. 
2b. Create a file containing (jZx) vectors with lengths v — k and weights v — k. This 
uses {v — k) (^I^) bytes and requires 0{{v — steps. 
3. Test each of the W2 vectors formed by taking the first k coordinates from the file 
created at step 2a and the last v — k coordinates from the file created at step 2b 
to see if its inner product with each of the n initial vectors is A. Each test takes 
V XORs and v — 1 pluses; the total is 0[2nvw2). 
4. Output the vectors that pass the test in step 3. 
This algorithm uses a total storage of order 0{(v - and a work factor of order 
We used Algorithm 2 and verified the Greenhill and Street [3] results that the size of 
the minimal defining sets for the three inequivalent 2-( 16,6,2) designs of Husain [5 
9, 7 and 7 respectively. 
We now modify Algorithm 2 to an algorithm based on (3.3). 
are 
Algorithm 3 : 
1. Put the n initial vectors in a file. This uses nv bytes. 
2a. Create a file containing all vectors of length A and index them by their weight 
t . This uses A2̂  bytes and requires 0 { X 2 ^ ) steps. 
2b. Create a file containing 
^ x - t t=o \ 
vectors of length k - X and weight X - t . This uses at most {k - bytes 
and requires 0{k — steps. 
2c. Create a file containing 
^ i v - 2 k + X\ 
vectors of length v - 2k -{- X and weight k - 2X + t. This uses {v - 2k A) 
(2--2A.+A _ 2^-^-1) bytes and requires 0{v - 2 k s t e p s . 
3. Test each of the Ws vectors formed by taking the first A coordinates with weight 
t from the file created at step 2a. As the second loop, take the k — X coordinates 
with weight X — t from the file created at step 2b. For the third loop, take 
V — k coordinates with weight X — t from the file created at step 2b (it may be 
different from the second loop), and finally take - 2A; + A coordinates with 
weight A; — 2A + t from the file created at step 2c to see if the inner product of 
the completely formed vector with each of the n starting vectors is A. Each test 
takes V X O R s and v - I pluses; the total is 0 [ 2 n v w ^ ) . 
(4.) Output the vectors that pass the test in step 3. 
This algorithm uses a total storage of 0{{v - 2k + The number steps 
required is 0{{v - 2 k ^ 
The following diagram is a summary of steps in Algorithm 3. 
Suppose there are three files called A, B and C. File A has Ua vectors, file B has 
vectors and file C has ric vectors. The indexes of the vectors from each file are as 
follows. 
File A provides coordinates (1, • • •, A) of the candidate vectors. 
File B provides coordinates (A + 1, •'' 5 of ^^e candidate vectors. 
File B also provides coordinates (A; + 1, • • •, 2A; - A) of the candidate vectors. 
Finally, file C provides coordinates - A + 1, • • •, t;) of the candidate vectors. 
Figure 3.1: 
In general, among the three algorithms. Algorithm 3 is the best. From Table 3.1, we 
can see that the difference in the number of test vectors produced by each algorithm 
is significant when the size of the design become larger. This means that we can 
significantly reduce the total number of steps taken by using Algorithm 3. 
Remark : Algorithm 3 requires 
i - l / A 4 
E 5=0 V/ < 2 
4t 
vectors of length 4t-l to be created for an SBIBD{4t - 1 , - 1, i - 1) [8, 10, 12 
Proof: 
Let us consider the following identity : 
^ A \ f A ^ i 
i=o VJ 
Now (1 + a;)̂  = 1 + ( i )^ H h (a)^^- Hence, setting x = 1 , we have 
2^ = 1 + 
vl / A 
Because all the Xi are nonnegative, it is clear that (xi + 2:2 + • • • + â s)̂  > Xi"̂  + + 
• • • + Xs"̂ . Therefore 
E(!) < = IE 





The Design 2-(16,6,2) 
The design 2-(16,6,2) is the second design that we want to investigate. From Husain [5], 
the design has three inequivalent sets given as Sets / , / / , and III below, which are 
represented in the form of incidence matrices and alpha numerical symbols. This design 
is composed from 16 of the ( ĝ ) = 8008 possible vectors with 6 ones in each row. We 
used Algorithm 1 to analyse this case. 
4.1 The Completion Algorithm 
The three inequivalent sets of 2-( 16,6,2) designs are as follows: 
Set I : 
Incidence Matrix Variety/Block 
1. 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12 3 4 5 6 1 
2. 1 1 0 0 0 0.1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 7 8 9 A 2 
3. 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 3 7 B C D 3 
4. 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 4 8 B E F 4 
5. 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 5 9 C E G 5 
6. 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 6 A D F G 6 
7. 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 2 3 7 E F G 7 
8. 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 2 4 8 C D G 8 
9. 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 2 5 9 B D F 9 
10. 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 2 6 A B D E 10 
11. 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 3 4 9 A B G 11 
12. 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 3 5 8 A C F 12 
13. 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 3 6 8 9 D E 13 
14. 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 4 5 7 A D E 14 
15. 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 4 6 7 9 C F 15 
16. 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 5 6 7 8 B G 16 
4.1. The Completion Algorithm 17 
The rows of the incidence matrix for Set I are called DIl, DI2,..., DI16, respectively. 
Set II : 
Incidence Matrix Variety/Block 
1. 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12 3 4 5 6 1 
2. 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 7 8 9 A 2 
3. 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 3 8 B C D 3 
4. 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 4 9 C E F 4 
5. 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 5 A B E G 5 
6. 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 6 7 D F G 6 
7. 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 2 3 7 B E F 7 
8. 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 2 4 9 B D G 8 
9. 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 2 5 A C D F 9 
10. 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 2 6 8 C D G 10 
11. 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 3 4 7 A C G 11 
12. 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 3 5 8 9 F G 12 
13. 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 3 6 9 A D E 13 
14. 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 4 5 7 8 D E 14 
15. 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 4 6 8 A B F 15 
16. 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 5 6 7 9 B C 16 
The rows of the incidence matrix for Set II are called Dill, DII2, D/ /16, respec-
tively. 
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Set III : 
Incidence Matrix Variety/Block 
1. 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 
2. 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 7 8 9 A 2 
3. 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 10 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 3 8 B C D 3 
4. 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 4 9 B D F 4 
5. 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 5 A C F G 5 
6. 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 6 7 D E G 6 
7. 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 2 3 7 B F G 7 
8. 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 11 0 0 1 2 4 9 C D G 8 
9. 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 2 5 A B D E 9 
10. 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 2 6 8 C E F 10 
11. 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 3 4 7 A C E 11 
12. 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 3 5 8 9 E G 12 
13. 0 0 1 0 0 10 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 3 6 9 A D F 13 
14. 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 4 5 7 8 D F 14 
15. 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 10 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 4 6 8 A B G 15 
16. 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 5 6 7 9 B C 16 
The rows of incidence matrix for Set III are called DIIIl, J D / / / 2 , . . . , Z ) / / / 1 6 , respec-
tively. 
The algorithm we used to find the solutions for each design is different from the algo-
rithm used by Greenhill and Street [3]. We use the term inner product, A, to indicate 
the number of pairs of varieties that occur in the same block of a design as mentioned 
by Kunkle and Seberry [8]. Thus, if we consider a symmetric 2-{v, k, A) design, any pair 
of rows, where each row has maximum k ones, has to have inner product A with each 
other row. Our algorithm has time complexity which we believe is less than 
that of Greenhill and Street [3], though they do not compute complexity explicitly. 
In [3], each block was obtained by considering all the block design properties. We 
obtained the same results as Greenhill and Street but our algorithm is elegant to 
program. For small design size, such as for the design 2-(7,3,l), the elegance and 
complexity is not really a problem; however, for larger designs such as 2-(16,6,2) or 
2-(31,15,7), the computational time and the storage required by the algorithm severely 
limits the size of design which can be analysed. 
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From Greenhill and Street [3], the size of the minimal defining sets of sets / , / / , III 
are 9, 7, and 7 respectively. The following are examples of the completion of the three 
designs with given minimal defining sets. 
Example 4.1.1 In Tables 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3, if we start with the "Starting Rows" given 
our algorithm shows that the design is completed by the rows given in "Solutions from 
Set" / , / / , III, respectively. 
Table 4.1: 
Starting Rows Solutions from Set I 
1. DIl 1. DI6 
2. DI2 2. DIS 
3. DI3 3. Dm 
4. DIA 4. Dill 
5. DI5 5. DI12 
6. DIl 6. DI14 




Starting Rows Solutions from Set II 
1. Din 1. DII15 
2. DII2 2. Dllb 
3. Dm 3. DII6 
4. DIM 4. Din 
5. Dim 5. Dim 
6. Dim 6. DIIS 
7. Dim 7. DII9 
8. Dim 
9. Dim 
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Table 4.3: 
Starting Rows Solutions from Set III 
1. Dim 1. Dllllb 
2. DIII2 2. DIII6 
3. DIII3 3. Diim 
4. DIIIA 4. DIIIU 
5. Dlllh 5. DIIIS 
6. Dim 6. DIII9 
7. Diim 7. Dimo 
8. DIIIU 
9. Diim 
This confirms the results of Greenhill and Street [3 . 
4.2 The Influence of Row Removal 
As we wish to discover the usefulness of designs for secret sharing, we would like to 
know more of the candidate solutions, C, and the hive, H, for each design. We remove, 
systematically, one or more vectors from the set of starting rows. This enables us to 
see if we truly have an n — out — of—n scheme. We systematically remove one vector 
at a time from Sets / , II and III. The complete results are given in the Tables and 
Examples below. 
Example 4.2.1 We consider the first example, Example 4.1.1. We observe the effect 
of systematically removing rows from a minimal defining set to find the number of 
candidate solutions for each subset of the minimal defining set. We use the names 
NonD/, NonDII, NonDIII for vectors not from sets / , / / , and / / / , respectively. 
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When row 2 was removed from the starting rows of set / , we obtained Table 4.4. 
Table 4.4: 
Starting Rows Solutions from Set I Other Solutions 
1. DIl 1. Dm l.NonD/1 
2. DI3 2. DI6 2.NonZ)/2 
3. DM 3. Dill 3.Noni;/3 
4. DIb 4. Dm 4.NonL)/4 
5. DIl 5. DIS 
6. DI9 6. Dm 
7. Dm 7. DI12 
8. Dm 8. DI2 
This means that all the other rows from set I were generated (as expected) plus another 
four; in total, 12 rows with 6 ones per row had inner product 2 with each of the starting 
rows. 
The Table 4.5 gives the number of candidate solutions produced when we removed each 
starting row in turn from the set of set I. 
Table 4.5: 










The table above gives, for each possible {n - 1) - out - of - n subset, the number 
of rows satisfying the conditions of weight 6 and inner product 2. Since we know 8 
rows are missing from each design, a person seeking to cheat must guess 8 out of the 
candidate solutions from Design I. In each case, the probability of guessing correctly 
is . This shows that probability of guessing the correct solutions is still too high. 
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Now, let see us the effect of row removal on the number of candidate solutions, and 
the probability of guessing the correct solutions for each of designs II and IIL 
When row 2 was removed from the starting rows of set / / , we obtained Table 4.6. 
Table 4.6: 
Starting Rows Solutions from Set II Other Solutions 
1. Din 1. Dim l .NonL>/ / l 
2. DII3 2. Dllb 2.NonZ)//2 
3. DIM 3. DIIQ 3.NonL>//3 
4. Dim 4. Din 4 . N o n i ) / / 4 
5. DIIU 5. Dim 5.NonL>//5 
6. DIIIQ 6. DIIS 6.Noni:>//6 
7. DII9 7.Noni^/ /7 
8. Dim 8 . N o n D / / 8 
9. Dim 
10.DII2 
Hence, a cheater would need to guess 10 out of 18, which has probability l / ( J o ) which 
is unacceptably high. 
When row 2 was removed from the starting rows of set / / / , we obtained Table 4.7. 
Table 4.7: 
Starting Rows Solutions from Set III Other Solutions 
1. Dim 1. Dllllb l.NonDIIIl 
2. DIIIS 2. DIII6 2.NonDIII2 
3. DIIIA 3. DIIIS 3.NonZ)/ / /3 
4. DIII5 4. DIII9 4.NonL>// /4 
5. Dim 5. Diini b.NonDIIIb 
6. D / / / 1 6 6. DIIIU 6.NonZ)/ / /6 
7. Diino 7.NonZ)/ / /7 
8. Diim 8.Noni:>///8 
9. i :>// /13 9.NonDIII9 
10.DIII2 10.NonL>///10 
In this case a cheater would need to guess 10 out of 20 candidate solutions, this means 
that the probability of guessing the correct solutions is 1 / Q^) 
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We ran a computer program to find the candidate solutions in each case, in each Set, 
removing one row from the set of starting rows at a time; we summarise the results to 
obtain the hive of each Set. 
A summary of the size of the hive for sets / , II and III is given in Table 4.8. 
Table 4.8: 
Set I Set II Set III 
Size of the hive : 51 65 80 
The hive was obtained by using formula D or by adding all the candidate solutions 
which are not from the design itself in each case in each Set. 
By removing one vector from each set of starting rows, we found more candidate 
solutions including those from the design itself. We see that the hives, i / , of the 
second and the third design are larger than that of the first design. We conjecture that 
smaller sets of starting rows in the minimal defining set give more candidate solutions; 
we conjecture that smaller minimal defining sets give secret sharing schemes with less 
chance of cheating. We also would like to see the number of candidate solutions from 
sets / , / / , and III if we remove more than one row at a time. The following examples 
summarise the solutions obtained when two or three vectors were removed from the 
starting rows. 
Example 4.2.2 Consider the removal of two or three vectors from the starting rows 
of set / , / / , and III. Some sample results are as follows : 
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When rows 2 and 3 were removed from the starting rows of set I, we obtained Table 
4.9. 
Table 4.9: 
Starting Rows Solutions from Set I Other Solutions 
1. DIl 1. Dm l .NonD/1 
2. DM 2. DI6 2.Noni:>/2 
3. DI5 3. Dill 3.NonZ)/3 
4. DI7 4. DIU 4.NonjD/4 
5. DI9 5. DIS 5.NonL>/5 
6. DI13 6. DUO 6. NonD/6 
7. DI16 7. Dm 7. NonL>/7 
8. DI2 8. NonDIS 




When rows 2, 3, and 4 were removed from starting rows of set / , we obtained Table 
4.10. 
Table 4.10: 
Starting Rows Solutions from Set / Other Solutions 
1. DIl 1. Z)/15 l .NonD/1 
2. DI5 2. DI6 2.NonDI2 
3. jD/7 3. i^/11 3.NonZ)/3 
4. L)/9 4. DIU 4.NonD/4 
5. DIU 5. L>/8 5.NonL>/5 
6. i:>/16 6. Z)/10 6. NonZ)/6 
7. Z)/12 7. Noni:>/7 
8. DI2 8. Noni:>/8 
9. L>/3 9. NonZ)/9 
10.Z)/4 10. NonZ)/10 
11. NonD/11 
12. NonZ)/12 
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When rows 2, and 3 were removed from starting rows of set / / , we obtained Table 
4.11. 
Table 4.11: 
Starting Rows Solutions from Set II Other Solutions 
1. Din 1. Dlllb l.NonL>//l 
2. DIM 2. Dllb 2.Noni:>//2 
3. Dim 3. Diie 3.NonD//3 
4. DII14 4. Din 4.NonD//4 
5. DII16 5. Dim 5.NonZ)//5 
6. Z) / /8 6.NonL>//6 
7. L>//9 7.Noni:>//7 
8. Dim 8.NonZ)//8 
9. D / / 1 3 9. Noni^//9 
10. i ) / /2 10. NonZ)//10 
n.DII3 11. Noni:>//ll 
12. Noni:>//12 
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Starting Rows (Cont.) Solutions from Set II Other Solutions 
1 3 . N o n D / / 1 3 





19. N o n D / / 1 9 
20. NonZ)/ /20 
2 1 . N o n D / / 2 1 
22.NonZ)//22 
23 .NonJ9/ /23 
24. NonL>//24 
25. NonZ)/ /25 
26. Noni:>//26 
27. NonZ)/ /27 
28. N o n D / / 2 8 
2 9 . N o n i } / / 2 9 
30 .NonJ9/ /30 
31.Noni:>//31 
32. NonDim 
33. NonZ)/ /33 
34. NonDim 
35. NonZ)/ /35 
36. Noni^ / /36 
37.NonZ)//37 
38.NonZ)//38 
3 9 . N o n D / / 3 9 
40. NonZ)/ /40 
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When rows 2 and 3 were removed from the starting rows of set III, we obtained Table 
4.12. 
Table 4.12: 
Starting Rows Solutions from Set III Other Solutions 
1. Dim 1. Dllllb l .NonZ)/ / / l 
2. DIIIA 2. Diim 2.NonI)/ / /2 
3. Dlllb 3. DIII6 3.NonI)/ / /3 
4. DIII7 4. DIIIU 4.Non£)///4 
5. DIII16 5. DIIIU 5.NonL)///5 
6. L>///8 6.NonD// /6 
7. DIII9 l.^onDIin 
8. DIIIU 8.NonD///8 
9. i } / / / 1 3 9. NonDIIId 
10.Z)///2 10. NonjD///10 





16. Noni) / / /16 
17. NonL>///17 
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Starting Rows(Cont.) Solutions from Set III Other Solutions 
25. Noni:>///25 
26. NonDIim 




31.NonD/ / /31 
32. N o n D / / / 3 2 
33. NonZ} / / /33 
34. NonDIim 
35. N o n D / / / 3 5 
36. N o n D / / / 3 6 
37.NonDIII37 
38.NonD/ / /38 
39. N011DIII39 
40. N o n D / / / 4 0 
41. N o n D / / / 4 1 
42. N o n D / / / 4 2 
43. NonDIIMS 
The candidate solutions when rows 2, 3, and 4 were removed from starting rows in 
set I I comprised 154 vectors which consist of 12 solutions from set I I and 142 other 
solutions while the number of candidate solutions when rows 2, 3, and 4 were removed 
from starting rows of set III comprised 152 vectors which consist of 12 solutions from 
set III and 140 other solutions. 
The candidate solutions of each design became larger when two or more rows were 
removed from the starting rows and this result leads to a larger hive, H. 
We are interested in investigating the probability of guessing the solutions from the 
set of starting rows of set III when / (/ = 1 , 2 , 3 , P - 1 ) rows are removed from the 
starting rows. We chose set III because, from the summary of section 3.1 , this set 
gave a larger size hive than the other two. The results of our computer search are 
summarised in Table 4.13. 
From Table 4.13, we see that the probabiHty of guessing the correct solutions from the 
design becomes smaller as the number of rows removed increases. However, in general 
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Table 4.13: Summary of Set III 







the probability of guessing the correct solution from the three designs of size 16 is still 
high, especially for design I. For design / , it is suggested that the nine rows should 
not be made into a 9 — out — of — 9 scheme but rather into smaller group for example, 
as sets of 3 shares of 3 rows making a 3 — out — of — 3 scheme. Then the probability of 
guessing the correct solutions becomes smaller; an opponent has less chance to cheat. 
However, the results for the 2-( 16,6,2) design show that these designs are too small 
for practical secret sharing schemes. We suggest that a practical scheme should have 
probability of guessing correctly < 1/10^° 
Chapter 5 
The Design 2-(31,15,7) 
The 2-(31,15,7) design is the third design that we want to investigate. This design has 
(lO = 300,540,195 possible test vectors which could be part of a minimal defining set. 
Each row has fifteen ones and any pair of rows has inner product precisely A. 
We used two types of data as starting rows. The two types of data are 
the Paley Construction and the MarshallHall Construction [4], where each group 
of starting rows contains 15 rows. 
5.1 Paley Construction 
The Paley Construction is based on the difference set of the residues modulo a prime 
power congruent to 3 (mod 4). Therefore, for t; = 31, we select the difference set, D, 
D = {y : y = x^{mod ^ 0}. The elements 0 to f — 1 are indices of the first row 




The remaining rows are completed by using the following formula : 
15 ( = — 1)) starting rows of the Paley Construction are as follow 
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1. 2 3 5 6 8 9 A B F H J K L Q T 
2. 3 4 6 7 9 A B C G I K L M R U 
3. 1 5 6 8 9 B C D E I K M N 0 T 
4. 2 6 7 9 A C D E F J L N 0 P U 
5. 1 4 8 9 B C E F G H L N P Q R 
6. 2 5 9 A C D F G H I M 0 Q R S 
7. 3 6 A B D E G H I J N P R S T 
8. 4 7 B C E F H I J K 0 Q S T U 
9. 1 2 3 8 B F G I J L M N 0 S U 
10. 1 3 4 5 A D H I K L N 0 p Q u 
11. 1 3 5 6 7 C F J K M N P Q R s 
12. 2 4 6 7 8 D G K L N 0 Q R S T 
13. 3 5 7 8 9 E H L M 0 P R S T u 
14. 1 2 3 4 8 A C D E J M Q R T u 
15. 1 2 4 5 6 7 B D F G H M P T u 
From our computer search, we obtained 16 candidate solutions which uniquely complete 
the design. Seberry [12] conjectured that for p an odd prime or prime power congruent 
to 3 mod 4, a particular set of — 1) rows can be used to uniquely complete an 
SBIBD{p^ — 1), — 3)). From the result above, we see that these 15 starting 
rows for the Paley Construction do uniquely define an SBIBD{31,15,7) design where 
JO = 31 is congruent to 3 mod 4 and 1) = 15. This means that a conjecture stated 
in Kunkle and Seberry [8] is also true for p = 31 as well as for the previously known 
p = 7, 11, 19, 23, 27, 43, 47, 59, and 67. The completion of this design uses the 15 
starting rows to construct the | (p + 1 ) or 16 related rows which have inner product 
— 3) with the starting rows. Sarvate and Seberry [10] give a similar conjecture for 
p = 1 {mod 4). 
By computation, every 14-subset of 15-set is also a defining set for the Paley{31,15, 7) 
design. We used Algorithm 3 on all 13-subsets of the 15 rows of the BIBD{15, 30,14, 7,6) 
which is derived from the Paley SBIBD{31,15, 7). We found 13 of the 13-subsets gave 
minimal defining sets. We tested all Q2) 12-subsets of the 15 rows above and found 
none of then completed uniquely to the design. 
We list the 13 sets of the 13-subsets which gave minimal defining sets in Table 5.1. 
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Table 5.1: 














1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
1 2 3 4 5 6 8 9 
1 2 3 4 5 7 8 9 
1 2 3 4 6 7 9 10 
1 2 3 5 6 7 8 9 
1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
1 2 4 5 6 8 9 10 
1 2 4 5 6 7 8 9 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
2 3 4 5 6 7 9 10 
9 10 12 13 15 
10 11 12 14 15 
11 12 13 14 15 
10 11 12 13 14 
10 12 13 14 15 
11 12 13 14 15 
10 11 13 14 15 
10 11 12 14 15 
10 11 12 13 15 
11 12 13 14 15 
10 11 13 14 15 
10 11 12 13 14 
11 12 13 14 15 
C o n j e c t u r e 1 The minimal defining set of the Paley 15, 7) has 13 com-
plete blocks. 
Tables 5.2 and 5.2 present a summary of the results of our computer search for the sizes 
of the set of candidate solutions, the probabilities of guessing the correct solutions, 
and the sizes of the hive in Table 5.2 when each different row is removed from the 
13 starting rows one at a time. 
The size of hive of 2-(31,15,7) with Paley Construction is 159 which was obtained from 
the formula: U\ D. Table 5.2 shows that the probability of guessing the correct solutions 
from the candidate solutions shown above is unacceptably high. We conjecture that 
the probability of guessing the correct solutions becomes lower as we remove more rows 
from the set of starting rows. Table 5.3 is a summary of the computational results when 
two or more rows were removed from the set of starting rows. 
The results from Table 5.1, Table 5.2 and Table 5.3 enable us to define the 13 rows 
that give a minimal defining set for the Paley Construction of the 2-(31,15,7) design. 
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Table 5.2: Summary of Paley Construction when one row was removed 
Starting Row Removed Number of Candidate Solutions Probability 
1. 1st row 28 1/ f '^ ) 
2. 2nd row 29 1/M 
3. 3rd row 32 
4. 4th row 30 i / H 
5. 5th row 31 1 / r M 
6. 6th row 28 1/r®) \19/ 
7. 7th row 33 1 / P ) 
8. 8th row 32 1 / m 
9. 9th row 34 1 / M 
' vV 
10. 10th row 32 1 / P ) 
11. 11th row 32 1 / H 
12. 12th row 32 nr] \19/ 
13. 13th row 33 1 / P ) ' V19/ 
Table 5.3: Summary of Paley Construction 
Number of Rows Removed Number of Candidate Solutions Probability 
1 33 
2 101 i / p ) 
3 383 / \ 10 / 
4 1620 i / ( T ) 
5 5838 i / ( T ) 
6 8624 i / ( T ) 
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5.2 Marshall Hall Construction 
The second set of input data that we used is the Marshall Hall Construction . The 
Hall construction is also based on a difference set, M. The incidence matrix of the 
Hall difference set is formed precisely as the incidence matrix of the Paley difference 
set with M = {2,3,4,5,7,9,14,16,17,18,25,28,30,31} from Hall [4 . 
As the case of Paley Construction^ the 15 rows of vectors as starting rows from the 
Marshall Hall Construction are : 
1. 2 3 4 5 7 9 D G H I 0 P s u V 
2. 1 3 4 5 6 8 A E H I J P Q T V 
3. 1 2 4 5 6 7 9 B F I J K Q R U 
4. 2 3 5 6 7 8 A C G J K L R S V 
5. 1 3 4 6 7 8 9 B D H K L M s T 
6. 3 5 6 8 9 A B D F J M N 0 u V 
7. 1 2 5 7 8 A B C D F H L 0 p Q 
8. 5 6 9 B C E F G H J L P S T u 
9. 1 2 8 9 C E F H I J K M 0 s V 
10. 1 2 3 9 A D F G I J K L N p T 
11. 2 3 4 A B E G H J K L M 0 Q U 
12. 1 5 8 9 A G H K M N P Q R s U 
13. 2 6 9 A B H I L N 0 Q R S T V 
14. 1 3 5 9 C D E K L 0 Q R T U V 
15. 1 2 3 5 7 B E F G M N Q S T V 
Through our computer program search, we found 269 candidate solutions. This means 
that we have to add more vectors to the starting rows in order to reduce the number of 
candidate solutions. We added one row at a time to investigate the candidate solutions, 
finally we found that with 19 starting rows the design was uniquely completable. We 
found the following 19 rows yield a defining set : 
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1. 2 3 4 5 7 9 D G H I 0 P S U V 
2. 1 3 4 5 6 8 A E H I J P Q T V 
3. 1 2 4 5 6 7 9 B F I J K Q R u 
4. 2 3 5 6 7 8 A C G J K L R S V 
5. 1 3 4 6 7 8 9 B D H K L M s T 
6. 3 5 6 8 9 A B D F J M N 0 u V 
7. 1 2 5 7 8 A B C D F H L 0 p Q 
8. 5 6 9 B C E F G H J L P S T u 
9. 1 2 8 9 C E F H I J K M 0 s V 
10. 1 2 3 9 A D F G I J K L N p T 
11. 2 3 4 A B E G H J K L M 0 Q u 
12. 1 5 8 9 A G H K M N P Q R s u 
13. 2 6 9 A B H I L N 0 Q R S T V 
14. 1 3 5 9 C D E K L 0 Q R T U V 
15. 1 2 3 5 7 B E F G M N Q S T V 
16. 3 5 7 B C H I J K M N 0 P R T 
17. 1 2 4 5 6 D E J L M N 0 P R s 
18. 1 4 7 8 F G H J L N 0 R T U V 
19. 7 8 9 B D E G I J L M P Q R V 
e candidate solutions are : 
1. 1 6 7 A C D G I J M 0 Q s T u 
2. 3 6 7 8 E F I K L N 0 p Q S u 
3. 4 5 6 C D F G H I K L M N Q V 
4. 2 4 8 B C D J K N P Q s T u V 
5. 1 2 3 6 8 B C D E G H I N R u 
6. 1 4 6 7 9 A B C E G K N 0 P V 
7. 2 4 5 7 8 9 A C E I L M N T u 
8. 3 4 7 9 A C D E F H J N Q R s 
9. 2 3 4 6 8 9 C F G M 0 P Q R T 
10. 4 5 8 A B D E F G I K 0 R S T 
11. 1 3 4 A B C F I L M P R S u V 
12. 2 6 7 A D E F H K M P R T u V 
The 19 rows of starting rows the from the Marshall Hall Construction gave a defining 
set for a 2-(31,15,7) design. Now, we would like to know the influence of row removal 
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from the set of starting rows on the number of candidate solutions. The table below 
shows the candidate solutions and the probabilities of guessing the correct solutions 
when one row is removed from the set of 19 starting rows: 
Table 5.4: Summary of Marshall Hall Construction with one row removed 
Starting row removed Size of Candidate Solutions Probability 
1. 1st 17 l/C'] ll3/ 
2. 2nd 21 1 / r M V13/ 
3. 3rd 18 1/r®) ' \13/ 
4. 4th 17 1 / r ) 
5. 5th 17 i/r) \13/ 
6. 6th 29 i/in \13/ 
1 / r M Vl3/ 7. 7th 21 
8. 8th 21 1 / r M Vl3/ 
9. 9th 21 1 / r M V13/ 
10. 10th 17 n r ) 
' v^/ 
11. nth 21 1 / r M 
12. 12th 17 1 / r ) 
13. 13th 17 1 / r ) \13/ 
14. 14th 21 1 / r M 
15. 15th 20 i/r) Vl3/ 
16. 16th 29 1 / r ) 
17. 17th 29 i / r i ' \13/ 
18. 18th 17 i/r) 
19. 19th 17 1 / r ) 
As we mention in the previous chapter, for a good secret sharing schemes, the size of 
the hive is important; we would like to have a large size hive. The hive for the 
2-(31,15,7) design with the Marshall Hall Construction^ when one row was removed 
from the set of 19 starting rows, is 153 which is smaller than the size of the hive for 
the Paley Construction when one row was removed from the set of 13 starting rows. 
The probability of guessing the correct solution is still high. The Table 5.5 shows the 
number of candidate solutions and the probabilities of guessing the correct solutions 
when more rows were removed from the starting rows. 
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Table 5.5: Summary of Marshall Hall Construction 










i / ( 
i / ( r 
i / i ' i i l 
From the results shown in Table 5.3 and Table B.2 we have a defining set for the 
2-(31,15,7) design starting with the Marshall Hall data with 19 blocks. The 19 blocks 
of the Marshall Hall Construction are a defining set for a 2-(31,15,7) design. 
Conjecture 2 One minimal defining set of the Marshall Hall SBIBD{dl^lb^7) 
contains 19 blocks. 
The 2-(31,15,7) design has 13 rows as a minimal defining set for the 
Paley Construction and 19 rows as a defining set for the Marshall Hall Construction. 
From Table 5.3 and Table 5.5, it is clear that the 13 rows of the minimal defining set 
of the Paley Construction gave a smaller probability of guessing the complete design 
when further rows were removed compared with the probability of guessing given by 
the 19 rows of the defining set of the Marshall Hall Construction. For good secret 
sharing schemes, the Paley Construction with 13 starting rows is better than the 
Marshall Hall Construction with 19 rows. In chapter 3 we conjectured that a smaller 
number of starting rows in the minimal defining set gives more candidate solutions and 
a lower probability of guessing the correct solution. This means that with smaller 
minimal defining sets, the secret sharing schemes will give the cheater(s) less chance 
to cheat. 
Chapter 6 
SBIBD in N-out-of-N Secret Sharing 
Scheme 
Suppose there are n initial rows in the form of binary numbers. These n initial rows 
are then distributed to n participants or n shareholders where each participant has no 
knowledge about the design and the shares of the other participants. Then we have an 
n-out-of-n secret sharing scheme; working together these n participants can reconstruct 
the whole design. 
What will happen if one or more participants wants to reconstruct the design alone 
without cooperating with other legitimate participants ? 
Examples in the previous chapters have shown us that, if the number of rows used is 
less than the size of the minimal defining set, then a coalition of shareholders working 
together will find more candidate solutions than just the design. Such a coalition has to 
guess from the solutions which candidate solutions are the correct solutions. The more 
candidate solutions presented, the greater the difl&culty of guessing the correct solution. 
It is clear that, with a small probability of guessing the correct solutions, a cheater has 
less chance to cheat. Ideally, for a secure secret sharing scheme, we would like to have 
the probability of guessing the correct solutions as small as possible. 
To be precise: suppose we have m < n shares or starting rows, which when tested 
for candidate solutions with correct weight and correct inner product with each of the 
starting rows, yields c candidate solutins, c-\- n > v. Then a cheating coalition of m 
shareholders has to guess v - m oni oi c potensial solutions. There are ((̂ i""̂ )) ways 
to do this and so the probability of guessing the correct solutions is 
We illustrate our proposed secret sharing scheme using the three SB/BD(16,6,2). 
We give one row of the minimal defining set to each participant. This means there are 
9 participants for a scheme based on Set I and 7 participants for schemes based on 
Sets II and III. We use n for the number of participants. 
If n participants collaborate they can together recreate a unique instance of the SBIBD. 
We require the rows to be presented in lexicographical order for consistency. 
We note that only two rows are the same in each of the minimal defining sets for Sets 
/, II and III: DIl = Dill = DIIIl and DI2 = DII2 = DIII2. Hence the two 
shareholders holding these rows as shares can participant in any of the three schemes. 
However as all the other rows of the defining sets are distinct, there being 7+5+5 = 
17 of them, any extra row will lead to precisely one of the three designs. 
To test the effect of coalitions of n — 1 (or n — ¿) cheaters trying to collaborate and 
guess the nth participant's share we have systematically studied the hive of each of the 
n — 1 subsets of rows to calculate the ease of guessing. 
We found the candidate solutions 11, 18 and 20 for Set / , II and III respectively 
and we obtained the hives 51, 65 and 80 for Set / , II and III respectively. Hence a 
coalition of n - 1 cheaters has to choose ( g )̂, Q^) and (j®) respectively. These give 
probabilities l / ( y ) = 1/165, = 1/43758 and - 1/184756 respectively. 
So our results indicate this is not secure enough against cheating. 
Another possibility is to give each participant a number of rows. This is explored via 
the discussion of hives in the Appendix. 
Chapter 7 
The Size of the Design and Shares 
7.1 The Size of the Design 
The desirability of lessening the probability of guessing the correct solutions leads us 
to determine the minimal size of a design for a secure secret sharing scheme. The 
size of the design should not be too small; that would make the probability of guessing 
the correct solutions high. However the size should not be too large, as possibly this 
could make the scheme impractical in term of computational implementation. 
From the examples of the 2-( 16,6,2) design, we can see that this design is still too small 
to be implemented in a practical secret sharing scheme. The probability of guessing 
correct solutions is still high (> 1/10^®). The 2 - (31,15, 7) design gave us two choices 
of defining sets with 13 and 19 vectors as starting rows. However, through experiments 
of removing rows from the set of starting rows and analysing the probability of guessing 
the correct solutions, a minimal defining set with 13 rows is better for a secret sharing 
schemes than a minimal defining set with 19 rows. The probability of guessing the 
correct solutions for 2-(31,15,7) design is still high; we suggest that in a practical 
scheme the probability of guessing the correct solutions should be < 1/10^^. 
7.2 The Size of shares 
We predicted that, if one row were removed from the starting rows, the number of 
candidate solutions for a larger size of design will be greater than the number of can-
didate solutions for a smaller size of design, and this will lead to a smaller probability 
of guessing the correct solutions. However, examples from previous chapters show that 
this prediction is not true. From the first example of Example 4.2.1, we see that the 
number of candidate solutions is only 12 compared to 9 from Example 1.3.2 which is a 
smaller size design. The probability of guessing the correct solutions in Example 1.3.2 
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is 0.5 X lO"'̂  which is greater than the probability of guessing the correct solutions in 
Example 4.2.1. However, the difference is not significant. This case relates to the need 
to carefully choose the size of the share for each participant. 
The appropriate size of the share is significant in secret sharing schemes. Carefully 
choosing the size of the share is strongly related to minimising the chance of the oppo-
nents being able to cheat successfully. In our experiments, we analysed the influence 
of removing rows from minimal defining sets on the probability of guessing the correct 
solutions. Rows removal gives indications of the probability of success of < n share-
holder(s) who want to reveal the secret unfairly. As more rows are removed the number 
of potential solutions grows rapidly. An opponent must guess the correct solutions from 
the abundant potential solutions. Through experiments, by removing rows one by one 
we found that removing one row did not give sufficient security against an opponent 
guessing the correct solutions. This means that it is not desirable to distribute shares 
of size one row to n participants. However, when we removed more than one row we 
obtained a more appropriate value of the probability. From Table 5.3 and Table 5.5 we 
see that, by removing more than 2 rows, the probability of being able to cheat success-
fully became smaller. For the Paley Construction with 13 as minimal defining sets we 
obtained 1/10^^ as the probability of guessing the correct solutions when we removed 
4 rows, this means that if we want use this probability value, we can give 4 rows to 
2 participants and 5 rows to one participant as the size of share to each participants. 
This distribution of shares leads ns to n - out - of - m secret sharing schemes as we 
stated in chapter 3. 
The size of share for each participant is also related to the size of the secret itself. 
Capocelli, de Santis, Gargano and Vacarro [1] and also Jackson, Martin, and O'Keefe [6 
state that the size of the shares cannot be less than the size of the secret. This means 
that we also have to carefully consider the size of the secret in order to have secure 
secret sharing schemes. 
Chapter 8 
Conclusion and Discussion 
We have shown that the minimal defining set of the 15, 7) constructed 
using the Paley difference set has 13 blocks. We have given a defining set of 19 blocks 
for the SBIBD{31,15, 7) constructed using the Hall diff"erence set. We have shown that 
the smallest minimal defining set for the design constructed from the Hall (31,15,7) 
difference set has more than 15 and less than 19 blocks. We have given a minimal 
defining set of 19 blocks for the i/a//(31,15, 7). 
Finding minimal defining sets of a design and the influence of row removal from its min-
imal defining set is related to n — out — of — n secret sharing schemes. In n — out — of — n 
secret sharing schemes, each participant is given a set of rows as a share, and when 
the participants act together they reveal a confidential message. Opponents, who wish 
to reveal the message, have less chance of cheating. Further study is needed to con-
sider and investigate the optimal size of a design and shares for practical secure secret 
sharing schemes in which there is a low probability of guessing the correct solutions. 
Research is needed to improve the efficiency of the supporting algorithms and the cost 
of implementation of such secure sharing schemes. 
Appendix A 
Summary of Numerical Results for 
2-(16,6,2) Design 
Appendix B 
Computer Program Listmg 













int GetBit(int,unsigned int *); 
void SetBit(int,unsigned int *,int); 
unsigned int cell[150]; 
int main() 
{ 
int i,j,k,maxcol,ret ValueO,ret Valuel,ret Value2,ret Value?,ret Value6; 
int retValue3,retValue4,retValue5; 



























int pattrn_0(int rows) 
{ 
/ * pattrn with 0 Vs 
int row,first Row _0,last Row _0; 
first Row _0 = rows; 
lastRow.O = firstRow_0 + 1; 
for (row=first Row _0; row < last Row _0; row H-+) 
{ 
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int pattrn_l(int nextRow) 
{ 
/* pattern with 1 Vs 
int row,i; 
int iirstRow_l,lastRow_l; 
firstRow.l = nextRow; 
last Row _1 = nextRow + 7; 
i = 0; 
for(row=iirstRow_l;row<lastRow_l;row++) 
{ 





int pattrn_2(int nextRow) 
{ 
/* pattern with max 2 I's 
int row,i,j,k,max2J; 
int firstRow_2,lastRow_2,maxcol; 
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int newPattrn_2,newPattrii_21; 
first Row _2 = next Row; 
last Row _2 = next Row + 21; 
newPattrn_2 = 1; 
newPattrn_21 = 1; 
max2_l = 2; 
i = 0; 
k = 2; 


























Set Bit (j cell [row], 1); 























ifO > 3) 
{ 
j=k=4;newPattrn_21=3; 





























int pattrn_3(int nextRow) 
{ 
int row,i,j,k,m,max3J; 
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int iirstRow_3,lastRow_3; 
int newPattrn_3,newPattrn_31; 
first Row _3 = next Row; 
last Row _3 = first Row _3 H- 35; 
max3_l = 3; 
newPattrn_3= 1; 
newPattrn_31 = 1; 
k = 3; 
j = 2; 
m = 5; 
for(row=firstRow_3;row<lastRow_3;row+H-) 
{ 
cell [row] =0; 










if(k > 6) 
{ 
k=3; j - ; 
} 
} 
if(newPattrn_3 = = 3) 
{ 
for(i=3;i<7;i++)SetBit(i,&cell[row],l); 
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SetBit(j,&cell[row],0); 
} 
if(newPattrn_3 = = 4) 
{ 
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if(k > 4) 
{ 




if(newPattrn.3 = = 3) 
{ 





if(newPattrn_3 = = 2) 
{ 













first Row _4 = nextRow; 
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lastRow_4 = firstRow_4 + 35 ; 
max4_l = 4; 
newPattrn_4= 1; 
newPattrn_41=l; 
j = 3; 
k = 4; 













if(k > 6) 
{ 





















Set Bit cell [row], 1); 
















if(newPattrn.41==l 1| newPattrn_41==2) 
{ 
if(j < 4) 
{ 
j=6;newPattrn_4H-+; 













if(j < 0) 
{ 










iirstRow_5 = nextRow; 
lastRow_5 = firstRow_5 + 21 ; 
newPattrn_5 = 1; 
max5-l = 5; 
j = 4; 
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k = 5; 










SetBit (j ,&cell[row] ,0); 
SetBit(k,&;cell[row],l); 















j + + ; 
} 
if(newPattrn_5==5) 
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for(i=0;i<max5_l-3;i+-f-)SetBit(i,<^cell[row],l); 
SetBit (j ,<^cell[row] ,0); 
SetBit(k,&;cell[row],l); 
k + + ; 
if(k > 4) 
{ 
























ifO < 0) 












int pattrn_6(int nextrows) 
{ 
/* pattern with max 6 Vs^/ 
int row,i,maxcol; 
int firstRow_6,lastRow_6; 
max col =16; 
iirstRow_6 = nextrows; 
lastRow_6 = nextrows + 7; 
i = 0; 
for (row=iirst Row _6; row <last Row _6; row++) 
{ 
cell [row]=0; 
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int pattrn_7(int nextRow) 
{ 
/* pattern with max 7 l^s 
int row; 
int iirstRow_7,lastRow_7; 
first Row _7 = nextRow; 
lastRow_7 = iirstRow_7 + 1; 
fo r (row=fir s t Row _7; row < las t Ro w _7; ro w-f-f) 
{ 
cell [row]=0; 




int GetBit(int index, unsigned int *row) 
{ 
unsigned int mask = 0x01; 
mask = mask <C ((16-index)-l); 
if (*row mask) 
return 1; 
else return 0; 
} 
void SetBit(int index, unsigned int *row, int value) 
{ 
unsigned int mask = 0x01; 
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mask = mask <C ((16-index)-l); 
if (value) 
{ 




mask = ~mask; 
*row = *row & mask; 














int GetBit(int,unsigned int *); 
void SetBit(int,unsigned int *,int); 
unsigned int cell[500]; 
int main() 
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int i,j,k,maxcol,ret ValueO,ret Valuel,ret Value2,ret Valuer,ret Value6; 




























int pattrn_0(int rows) 
{ 
/* pattrn with 0 I's 
int row,iirstRow_0,lastRow_0; 
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first Row _0 = rows; 
lastRow.O = firstRow_0 + 1; 
for(row=iirstRow_0;row<lastRow_0;rowH-H-) 
{ 
cell [row] = 0; 
} 
return row; 
int pattrn_l(int nextRow) 
{ 
/* pattern with 1 I's 
int row,i; 
int firstRow_l,lastRow_l; 
first Row _1 = nextRow; 
last Row _1 = nextRow + 8; 
i = 0; 
for(row=firstRow.l;row<lastRow_l;row++) 
{ 






int pattrn_2(int nextRow) 
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int row,i,j,k,max2J; 
int iirstRow_2,lastRow_2,newPattrn_2,newPattrn_21; 
iirstRow_2 = nextRow; 
lastRow_2 = firstRow_2 + 28; 
max2_l = 2; 
newPattrn_2 = 1; 
newPattrn_21= 1; 
j = 2; 
k = 0; 









SetBit (k,&;cell[row], 1); 
SetBit(j,&cell[row],l); 
j + + ; 
if(j > 7) 
{ 














k + + ; 












SetBit (j ,&cell[row], 1); 
j + + ; 
if(j > 7) 
{ 







if(k > 6) 
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{ 





if(j > 3) 
{ 



















int max3_l ,newPattm_31 ,newPattrn_32; 
first Row _3 = nextRow; 
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last Row _3 = first Row _3 + 56; 
newPattrn_3 = 1; 
newPattrn_31 = 1; 
newPattrn_32 = 1; 
max3_l = 3; 
j = 3; 
k = 2; 
m = 5; 












SetBit (j ,&cell[row], 1); 
j+H-; 
if(j > 7) 
{ 













Set Bit (j cell [row], 1); 
SetBit (m,&;cell[row], 1); 
m + + ; 
if(m > 7) 
{ 











if(j > 4) 
{ 




if(n < 5) 
{ 
n = 7;newPattrn_31 = l;k+4-; 
} 










SetBit (j ,&;cell[row] ,0); 
SetBit (k,&cell[row] ,1); 
k + + ; 
if(k > 7) 
{ 











¡f(j < 3) 
{ 








¡f(k > 2) 
{ 





if(k < 0) 
{ 







int pattrn_4(int nextRow) 
{ 
int row,i,j,k,kl,j 1 ,max4_l,last_pattrn; 
int firstRow_4,lastRow_4,newPattrn_4,newPattrn_41 ,newPattrn_42; 
firstRow_4 — nextRow; 




last-pattrn = 0; 
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max4_l 
j = 3 ; 
k = 4; 
j l = 6 ; 












SetBit (j ,&;cell[row] ,0); 
SetBit(k,&:cell[row],l); 
if(k > 7) 
{ 








k - ; 
if(k < 4) 
{ 
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SetBit (j 1 ,&cell[row], 1); 
j i + + ; 
if(jl > 7) 
{ 


















¡f(newPattrn.42==3 k k last_pattrn==l) 
{ 
j++;newPattrn_42=l; 
last_pattrn = 0; 
if(j > 3) 
{ 
j = 2;k++; 
} 
} 
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if(k > 1) 
{ 
if(newPattrn_42==3 && last_pattrn=—1) 
{ 
newPattrn_42=l; 







if(newPattrn_42==3 k k last_pattrn==l) 
{ 
newPattrn_41=2;newPattrn_42=1; 










if(j > 3) 
{ 
j = 0; newPattrn_4=4; 
} 




if(j < 0) 
{ 












first Row _5 = nextRow; 
lastRow_5 = iirstRow_5 + 56; 




j = 4 ; 
k = 5; 
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SetBit(m,&cell[row],0); 
m - ; 








m = 7;k++; 
if(k > 4) 
{ 
k=3; j - ; 
} 
if(j < 0) 
{ 



















SetBit (j ,&cell[row], 1); 
j + + ; 
if(j > 4) 
{ 












if(k > 1) 
{ 









if(j > 2) 






















firstRow_6 = nextRow; 
lastRow_6 = firstRow_6 + 28; 
max6_l = 6; 
newPattrn_6 = 1; 
newPattrn_61= 1; 
j = 5; 












Set Bit (k,&cell [row], 1); 
k + + ; 
if(k > 7) 
{ 















if(k > 5) 
{ 
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SetBit (j ,<^cell[row], 1); 
SetBit(k,&cell[row],l); 
k + + ; 














if( j < 0) 
{ 
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¡f(newPattrn-6==2) 
{ 
ifO < 0) 
{ 











first Row _7 = nextRow; 
last Row _7 = first Row _7 + 8; 








int pattrn_8(int nextRow) 
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/* pattern with max 8 I's 
int row; 
int first Row _8,last Row _8; 
first Row _8 = next Row; 
last Row _8 == first Row _8 + 1;; 
for(row=firstRow_8;row<lastRow_8;row+H-) 
{ 
cell [row] =0; 




int GetBit(int index, unsigned int *row) 
{ 
unsigned int mask = 0x01; 
mask = mask < ((16-index)-l); 
if (*row & mask) 
return 1; 
else return 0; 
} 
void SetBit(int index, unsigned int *row, int value) 
{ 
unsigned int mask = 0x01; 
mask = mask < ((16-index)-l); 
if (value) 





*row = *row mask; 
mask = ~mask; 
*row = *row & mask; 






FILE *iinputl, *finput2, *finput3; 
int i,j,k,col,newRow; 
int maxJ,max_k, maxcol, maxJnp, scount; 
int cellinp[30][32], cellint[100][32], outputvector[100][32 
char celll5[10000][32],celll6[15000][32],cell[100][32], inputvector[30][32 
char *resinp,inputl[81],input2[81] ,input3[81 
main(int argc, char **argv) 
{ 
maxcol = 31; 
scount = 0; 
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/* Open and read file i */ 
if((finputl-:fopen(argv[l],"r"))==NULL) 
{ 
fprintf(stderr,"y,s:cannot open'/.s \n",argv[0],argv[l)); 
exit(l); 
} 
i = 1; 




max J = i-1; 
printf(" i y.d \n",max_i); 
fclose(iinputl); 
/* Open and read file 2 */ 
if((iinput2=fopen(argv[2],"r"))==NULL) 
{ 
fprintf(stderr,"y.s:cannot open \n",argv[0],argv[2]); 
exit(l); 
} 




k + + ; 
} 
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maxJk = k-1; 
priiitf(" k y.d \n",max_k); 
fclose(iinput2); 
/* Open and read file 5 */ 
if((finput3=fopen(argv[3],"r"))==NULL) 
{ 
fprintf(stderr,"y,s:cannot open \n",argv[0],argv[3]); 
exit(l); 
} 
k = 1; 
while((resinp=fgets(mput3,80,finput3))/NULL) 
{ 








maxJnp = k-1; 
printf(" inp '/.d \n",maxinp); 
fclose(finput3); 
newRow = 1; 
k = 1; 
while(i < maxi) 
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f o r ( j = 0;j < 1 5 ; j + + ) c e l l [newRow] [ j ]=ce l l 15 [i] [j 
f o r ( j = 1 5 ; j < 31 ; j + + ) cell [newRow] [j ] = c e l l l 6 [k] [j-15]; 
f o r ( c o l = 0 ; co l < m a x c o l ; c o l + + ) 
{ 
i f ( c e l l [ n e w R o w ] [ c o l ] = = ' 0 ' ) cellint [newRow] [col] = 0 ; 
e l s e cel l int [ n e w R o w ] [ c o l ] = l ; 
} 
} 
inner . p r o d u c t ( n e w R o w ) ; 
i f (k > m a x J i ) 
{ 
i++ ;k= l ; 
} 
i f ( s c o u n t > 0) 
{ 
f o r ( i = l ; i < s c o u n t ; i + - h ) 
{ 
p r i n t f ( " y . d . " , i ) ; 
f o r ( j = 0 ; j < m a x c o l ; j + + ) p r i n t f ( " '/.d" , outputvec tor [i] [j]); 
p r i n t f ( " \ n " ) ; 
} 
} 
s c o u n t = 0; 
r e t u r n 0; 
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for (j j=0; j j < maxcol; j j + + ) 
{ 
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} 







B.4 Finding Candidate Solutions with Permutation 






FILE *finputl, *finput2, *finput3; 
int i,j,k,col,aa,cc,xx,zz,newRow; 
int kl,k2,k3,k4,k5,k6,k7,k8,k9,kl0,kll,kl2,kl3,kl4; 
int maxJ,max_k, maxcol, maxinp, scount,combinp[15][32 
int cellinp[20][32], cellint[100][32], outputvector[100][32]; 
char c e l l l 5 [ 1 0 0 0 0 ] [ 3 2 ] , c e l l l 6 [ 1 5 0 0 0 ] [ 3 2 ] , c e l l [ 1 0 0 ] [ 3 2 ] , inputvector[20][32 
char *resmp,inputl[81],input2[81] ,input3[81 
char combJnps[15][32]; 
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main(int argc, char **argv) 
{ 
if(argc ^ 4) 
{ 
printf("Please add your f i l e s \n"); 
exit(l); 
} 
maxcol = 31; 
scount = 0; 
/* Open and read file i */ 
if((finputl=fopen(argv[l],"r"))==NULL) 
{ 
fprintf(stderr,"y.s:cannot open'/.s \n",argv[0],argv[l]); 
exit(l); 
} 






max J = i-1; 
printf(" i y.d \n",maxji); 
fclose(finputl); 
/* Open and read file 2 */ 
if((finput2=fopen(argv[2],"r"))==NULL) 
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fprintf(stderr,"y,s:cannot open \n",argv[0],argv[2]); 
exit(l); 
} 




k + + ; 
} 
max_k — k-1; 
printf(" k Id \n",max_k); 
fclose(finput2); 
/* Open and read file 3 
if((iinput3=fopen(argv[3],"r"))==NULL) 
{ 
fprintf(stderr,"y.s:cannot open \n",argv[0],argv[3]); 
exit(l); 
} 
k = 1; 
while((resinp=fgets(input3,80,finput3))?iNULL) 
{ 






k + + ; 
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maxJnp = k-1; 















strncpy(combinps[ll ,inputvector[kl] ,31) ; 
s t r n c p y (combinps[2] ,inputvector[k2] ,31 ) ; 
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strncpy(combinps 
s t rncpy ( comb Jnps 
strncpy(combJnps 
strncpy(combJnps 





st rncpy ( comb inps 
strncpy(comb_inps 
3] ,inputvector[k3] ,31 ) 
4] ,inputvector [k4] ,31 ) 
5] ,inputvector [k5] ,31 ) 
6] ,input vector [k6] ,31 ) 
7] ,inputvector [k7] ,31 ) 
8] ,inputvector [k8] ,31 ) 
9] ,inputvector [k9] ,31 ) 
10] ,inputvector[klO] ,31 ) 
11] ,inputvector[kl 1] ,31 ) 
12] ,inputvector[kl2] ,31 ) 
13] ,inputvector[kl3] ,31 ) 
for(zz=0;zz<31;zz++) 
{ 
comb inp [ 1 ] [zz] = cellinp [k 1 zz 
comb Jnp[2] [zz]=cellinp [k2] [zz]; 
combinp[3] [zz]=cellinp[k3] [zz]; 
combinp[4] [zz]=cellinp[k4] [zz]; 
combinp[5] [zz]=cellinp[k5] [zz]; 
combinp [6] [zz]=cellinp [k6] [zz] ; 
comb_inp[7] [zz]=cellinp[k7] [zz]; 
comb _inp [8] [zz]=cellinp [k8] [zz] ; 
comb Jnp [9] [zz]=cellinp [k9] [zz 
comb inp [ 10] [zz]=cellinp [k 10] [zz] ; 
comb Jnp[l 1] [zz]=cellinp[kl 1 zz 
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comb_inp[12] [zz]=cellinp[kl2][zz]; 
comb Jnp [ 13] [zz] =cellinp [k 13] [zz] ; 
i = 1; 
new Row = 1; 
k = 1; 
while(i < max_i) 
{ 




if ( cell [newRow] [col]=='0 ' ) cellint [newRow] [col] =0 ; 








if(scount > 0) 
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{ 
printf(" Combination of inputs : %d %d '/.d '/.d '/.d y.d '/.d 
y.d %d y.d /od '/.d y.d \n", kl,k2,k3,k4,k5,k6,k7,k8,k9,kl0,kll,kl2,kl3); 
/* for(xx= 1 ;xx< = maxJnp-1 ;xx-\—\-) 
{ 
printfC [%d] :",xx); 
for(zz= 0;zz< maxcol;zz+ + ) 
{ 









printf(" y.d. :",cc); 
fo r ( aa=0 ; aa< maxcol ; aa++) 
{ 





scount = 0; 
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return 0; 
} 
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